
We deliver trust 
by the tankful.
Quietly leading the industry for over 70 years.

For over 70 years, Highway Transport has been delivering products, services, and 
solutions for our chemical industry partners throughout the U.S. and Canada.

With every promise made and kept, our reputation for safe, reliable bulk liquid 
transport has quietly grown. So has our reputation for customer-centric service 
and innovative logistical solutions.

We’re excited to bring this tradition of proven, award-winning performance to 
a market that shares our commitment to hands-on, skilled professionalism – 
Pittsburgh.

HighwayPittsburgh.com

Scan to learn more



Our people. 
Our fleet. 
Our difference.

Technology + transparency = trust.

Safety first. (And second, and third…)

Let our promise deliver for you.

As a company built on safely transporting cargo, 
we know our drivers are the heart and soul of our 
business. And we’re proud to say that they’re the 
most experienced, dedicated tanker truck drivers 
in the industry. We see them – and treat them – like 
family. Which helps explain why our driver retention  
is well over twice the industry average.

When it comes to our equipment, we take pride in 
maintaining one of the safest – not to mention the 
brightest and cleanest – fleets on the road. With a 
growing fleet of more than 500 tractors and over 
1,000 trailers, we have the capacity to handle all 
your bulk liquid shipping needs. And with specific 
calendar and mileage markers in place to ensure 
peak performance, you can be sure each unit is 
always in prime operating condition.

We use the latest transportation technologies 
to increase productivity, security, mobility, and 
communication. This includes our proprietary 
TempTrack™ technology that gives real-time 
location and temperature tracking of materials 
24 hours a day.

Our commitment to safety – both on-site and 
on the road – is second to none. From strict 
adherence to chemical management guidelines to 
rigid training protocols to oversight by teams of 
experienced internal auditors, we stop at nothing 
to keep our people and our communities safe. 
This focus has earned us the industry’s prized 
Responsible Care® “Partner of the Year” award 
three times – in 2019, 2021, and 2022.

Our agile network of people, facilities, and equipment is here to ensure that even your most challenging loads 
are delivered safely and on time. With the capacity to handle even last-minute logistics needs and an on-time 
performance record of over 98%, we provide innovative supply chain solutions that keep businesses moving forward.

So learn for yourself about the best-kept secret in the industry.

And experience what it means to have Our Promise. Delivered.™

1-800-818-0126
HighwayPittsburgh.com


